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Abstract

Nowadays, people seek for furniture that has many functions. Function, design, space, price and material used are important
features that need to be considered by customers. Lack of space is the limitation for people who are living in small houses;
hence, there is a need for multifunctional furniture. This study is conducted to overcome those problems by designing
multifunctional storage with table and chair. The main concept is designing not only multipurpose fumiture, but also can be sold
in an economical price. In this study, the storage can be switched to a coffee table and chair. Furtherm0re, modem and
contemporary design was applied. Blockboard was used as the main material, as they have ",xcellent properties, cheap and
good appearance. A set of a questionnaires were distributed to hundreds of respondent which consists of students and UiTM
staff and outsiders. Then the data was analysed by using SPSS to acquire the result. Results show that the correspondent
gives a positive feedback regarding on the material used, multifunction and suitable for limited space. Overall, this
multifunctional storage with table and chair is suitable to commercialize in market.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fumiture is the product that people use in daily live.
Nowadays, people all over the world need furniture.
Furniture can be describe as movable object that are
assemble or built in order to support human activities like
when we are sleeping, seating, eating and many. Every
day we are using furniture to be more comfortable in
doing work or resting. It is also an essential element that
makes a space functional. Without it people canllot work,
customers cannot be served, and the equipment and
tools of the business cannot be housed. There are many
types of furniture such as chairs, tables, drawers and
many (Winkler, 2003). Design could be viewed as an
activity that translates an idea into a blueprint for
something useful, whether it's a car, a building, a graphic,
a service or a process. The important part is the
translation of the idea, though design's ability to spark the
idea in the first place shouldn't be overlooked. Scientists
can invent technologies, manufacturers can make
products, engineers can make them function and
marketers can sell them, but only designers can combine
insight into all these things and turn a concept into
something that's desirable, viable, commercially
successful and adds value to people's lives. Good design
begins with the needs of the user (Khan, 2007).

1.1 Problem statement

Nowadays, people are realizing about the problem
regarding on lack of space. Mostly furniture is built not for
multifunction use. So people are seeking of the ideas on

how to build or create furniture that can use for
multifunction purpose. People who lived in the small
house need furniture that is multifunction. For example
futon sofa that is suitable for multifunction purpose.
According to Kayne (2014), a futon serves as furniture
during the day and can convert to a sleeping space at
night. It can take the form of a bed, couch, or chair that
provides a comfortable and sturdy space for sitting or
sleeping.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Materials and Preparation

The material that is use in the production is block board. It
is suitable for making multifunctional furniture because of
their characteristic. It has no grain it can be cut, drilled,
machined and filed without damaging the surface.

2.2 Manufacturing Process

On manufacturing process include cutting block board
into specific sizes. Before cutting process the material
(block board) should be measure to get the desired size
and then cutting into each component of a product. The
machine that involve in the cutting process is Tilling Arbor
Sliding Panel Saw. After getting each component screw is
used to assemble the parts become furniture. Other than
screw, edge bending also used to cover the end of the
block board surface. Edge bending is glue together by
using contact adhesives (CA).
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